Abstract. The e ciency of database join operations depends crucially on how page fetches are scheduled. In general, nding an optimum schedule is NP-hard. We show that for a class of popular spatial clustering techniques used for spatial data structures, an optimum page fetch schedule that holds two pages in main memory can be computed in time linear in the length of the schedule. In full generality, we prove spatial join scheduling to be NP-hard.
Introduction and Overview
In databases in general and spatial databases in particular, join processing is one of the most expensive operations. One of the reasons is that for large databases, main memory capacity is a bottleneck: Pages may need to be fetched from disk more than once in order to compute a join. Since disk access time usually is the dominant part of the join computation time, it pays to schedule disk accesses carefully. This is not always easy: For two relations on disk, where each page contains a set of tuples, and an equijoin over some attribute, it is an NP-hard problem to nd an optimal disk access schedule KMY81].
This NP-hardness result has motivated heuristics for scheduling spatial joins in spatial databases; for a recent account, see e.g. DP96] . In spatial databases, however, the data are not spread over disk pages arbitrarily: Virtually all spatial data structures de ne cells as subspaces of the data space, and they store on a page the geometric objects that lie within a cell. Therefore, the NP-hardness of the relational join scheduling problem does not imply NP-hardness for spatial join scheduling.
In this paper, we study the complexity of the spatial join scheduling problem for two (di erent) partitions of a rectangular data space, where cells are isothetic rectangles. The join operation computes some predicate based on spatial locality. For concreteness, let two sets of points from the same rectangular universe be maintained in the two cell partitions, and let the join predicate be the equality for points. To compute the join, any two pages whose cells overlap need to be in main memory at the same time. Let us restrict ourselves in this paper to the case in which only two pages can be kept in main memory at any given time. This is an extreme limitation on main memory size, motivated by viewing it as a problem parameter that is quite small against disk space. The spatial join scheduling problem asks for the smallest number of disk accesses and the corresponding schedule such that any two pages whose cells intersect meet in main memory.
We show that for an important class of cell partitions, the spatial join scheduling problem is not hard at all: It can be solved in linear time whenever no two rectangles, one from each partition, share some part of their boundary. This is likely to be true for data structures that compute the cell partition according to the data that are stored, such as k-d-B-trees or hB-trees. The scheduling algorithm is simple enough to be implemented easily.
For the general case, where cell boundaries of both partitions are allowed to coincide, we show that the scheduling problem is NP-hard. This may be seen as a late justi cation for the search for heuristics over the past decade. More precisely, let R be a two-dimensional rectangle that represents the data space, and let a rectangular partition of R be a set of isothetic rectangles that partition R (Fig. 1 ). For two rectangular partitions A; B of a rectangle R, we call a sequence of pairs i = (a i ; b i ), a i 2 A, b i 2 B, i = 1; : : :; n, where each pair (a; b) with a 2 A, b 2 B, a \ b 6 = ; appears in the sequence, a page fetch schedule for A and B. Here and throughout the paper, the intersection of two rectangles is the closure of the intersection of their topological interiors. The number of page fetches in a schedule = ( i ) i=1;:::;n is the number of changes in consecutive pairs i ; i+1 ; more precisely, it is de ned as fi; 1 i n?1j a i 6 = a i+1 g + fi; 1 i n ? 1j b i 6 = b i+1 g .
We will study the following problem: Let n denote the number of rectangles in A \ B, i.e. the number of pairs of rectangles from A and B that intersect. Our goal is to order the n pairs in such a way that the number of changes in consecutive pairs is minimum. Since two consecutive pairs change in at least one element, n ? 1 is the minimum possible number of changes. Furthermore, in a sequence with n ? 1 changes, any two consecutive vertices have a common edge. Since a change corresponds to a page fetch, we get:
Proposition2. There is a page fetch schedule with n + 1 page fetches if and only if G A\B has a Hamiltonian path. This leaves us with the Hamiltonian path problem for G A\B :
Problem 3 ROG Hamiltonian path.
Instance: A ROG G A\B . Problem: Does G A\B contain a Hamiltonian path?
In the next section, we argue that whenever the rectangles of A and B are in general position, the scheduling problem is easy. Section 3 shows that for unrestricted rectangle position, the problem is hard.
2 Spatial Join Scheduling without Singularities is Easy Let R be a rectangle. Let A, B be two rectangular partitions of R. We request that the rectangles lie in general position in the sense that no two rectangles a 2 A and b 2 B share a (part of a) common boundary (apart from the common boundary sides of R). Let the (rectangular) dual graph of a rectangular partition consist of a vertex for each rectangle, and an edge between two vertices if the corresponding rectangles touch (in more than a single point).
Kranakis Kra97] pointed out to us that Czyzowicz et. al. CRCS + 94] proved that for any rectangular partition, the dual graph contains a Hamiltonian path. Since for any two rectangular partitions A, B in general position, G A\B contains the dual graph of A \ B, we conclude that G A\B contains a Hamiltonian path.
It has been shown CRCS + 94] that the rectangular dual graphs are 4-connected, hence they are Hamiltonian, by a theorem of Tutte Tut56] . We can then use the algorithm in CN89] to nd a Hamiltonian path in G A\B in linear time.
Spatial Join Scheduling is NP{Hard
We now consider the unrestricted case, i.e. two rectangles of di erent partitions may have a common boundary.
Problem 4 ROG Hamiltonian circuit.
Instance: A ROG G A\B for two rectangular partitions A; B of a universe R. Problem: Does G A\B contain a Hamiltonian circuit?
The remainder of this paper is devoted to a sketch of the proof of the main result (the proof with all details spelled out is available in the full version of this paper):
Theorem5. The ROG Hamiltonian Circuit Problem is NP-complete.
Clearly, the ROG Hamiltonian circuit problem is in NP. Our construction of the NP-completeness proof for the ROG Hamiltoniancircuit problem is based on the reduction from 3-SAT in the NP-hardness proof of the planar Hamiltonian circuit problem in GJT76]. The idea of this proof is the following. First, let us express the formula by combining the logic elements \exclusive-or" and \three-input-or" and simple edges to a logic graph. An example of such a graph is given in Figure 4 . The logic connection of two edges by an X (\exclusive-or") symbol means that in any Hamiltonian path, exactly one of the two edges must occur. The logic connection of three edges by a V (\three-input-or") symbol means that in any Hamiltonian path, at least one of the three edges must occur. Second, let us design graph components that have the functionality of the logic elements, and embed these components into a graph, according to the logic graph. In our proof, we use the same logic elements and the same logic graph, but the transformation of the logic elements must result in ROG components; that is a signi cant di erence. In order to embed crossing logic \exclusive-or" elements into a ROG, we solve a channel routing problem in knock knee mode and then transform the solution into a ROG which has a Hamiltonian circuit if and only if the corresponding 3-SAT formula is satis able.
Transformation into a ROG
In order to be able to combine the ROG components, we design each component to have a standard length (SL) or a multiple of SL. Furthermore, we unify the interfaces of the components: For the left (right, top, bottom) front of a component we de ne interfaces LFI (RFI, TFI, BFI) as shown in Figure 2 . A dotted and dashed border line is de ned as LFB (RFB, TFB, BFB). All interfaces have standard length (SL) and can be plugged together.
Each logic component consists of logic edges with a relation (e.g. \exclusive-or"). For each logic edge e of a logic component there exist two vertices u; v in the corresponding ROG component such that for any Hamiltonian circuit in the logic graph that contains edge e, there is a Hamiltonian circuit in the ROG that enters the component through u and leaves it through v. We say u; v act like an edge (build a logic edge). Any two vertices p; q of the ROG component that are connected to other components and do not build a logic edge have the following property: For any ROG, there is no Hamiltonian circuit that enters the component at p and leaves it at q. Lemma 6 \exclusive-or" ROG. We say the upper (lower) logic edge of the logic \double-edge" occurs in a path, if in the \double-edge" ROG edges fb; cg and ff; gg (fi; jg and fm; ng) occur in a path.
In the logical graph, the con gurations for the variables (see Figure 4 ) are simply combined with edges. This functionality is provided by placing the ROG components of Figure 5 next to each other.
Lemma 8 \three-input-or" ROG. Figure 10 shows the \three-input-or" component tied to (logic) \double-edge" fu; u Since the ROG for the logical graph of a clause shown in Figure 4 consists of a \three-input-or" combined with three \double-edges", the entire Figure 10 builds a ROG for a clause. In the logical graph, the con gurations for the clauses are combined with single edges. This functionality is also provided by placing these components next to each other.
Embedding of \exclusive-ors" between literals and variables
We now have constructed the ROG components for the variables and the clauses. To conclude the construction we have to embed the \exclusive-or" connections between the literals of the clauses and the variables. Each literal of each clause is connected to exactly one variable. But a variable can be connected to more than one clause. We call this con guration a \multiple-exclusive-or" graph.
We combine a con guration of a variable x and its negation x to k + l \exclusive-ors" that combine the variable with the corresponding literals, where k (l) is the number of occurrences of variable x ( x). We divide each ROG component for a variable and its negation (see Figure 5 ) at its vertical central line. Then, we stretch each part, such that it has width k (l) times SL. The gray shaded part of Figure 11 shows the \multiple-double-edge" ROG which acts like a \double-edge" and builds the connection between the stretched con guration of a variable and its negation and the k + l \exclusive-ors".
Lemma 9 \multiple-double-edge". The ROG shown in Figure 12 acts like a \double-edge" where the gray shaded part can be multiplied (by k ? 2). The ROG has to be combined with k \exclusive-or"s on its lower interface and one stretched \exclusive-or" on its upper interface.
Observe that the horizontal length of the con guration for all variables is equal to the horizontal length of the con guration for all clauses (which is 3m times SL, where m is the number of clauses).
In our embedding of the \exclusive-or" lines we have to handle \crossing-exclusive-or" lines. The property which permits this is that \exclusive-or" lines can be connected in series, to cross over an edge of G, when that edge is required to occur in any Hamiltonian circuit.
Lemma 10 \crossing-exclusive-or" ROG. 
Routing problem
We now transform the problem of embedding the \exclusive-or" lines connecting literals with variables into a channel routing problem in knock-knee mode.
Let p ij be the i-th literal in the j-th clause, 1 i 3, 1 j m. Let x 1 ; : : : ; x s be the variables; let k r be the number of occurrences of literal x r , and let k l be the number of occurrences of literal x r . In VLSI design terminology, we create a channel with 3m bottom terminals p ij in the order of their appearance in the clauses. Then, we create 3m top terminals x 1;1 ; : : :; x 1;k1 , x 1;1 ; : : :; x 1; k1 , : : : , x n;1 ; : : :; x n;kn , x n;1 ; : : :; x n; kn , such that each literal occurs exactly as many times as needed in the clauses. Then, the following top to bottom nets are created. Terminal p ij builds a top to bottom net with x p;q ( x p;q ), if p ij is the q-th occurrence of x p ( x p ) in the ordered set of clauses. Now, the problem is to nd a routing that connects the terminals of each net, where knock-knees are allowed. This can be done in O(m) time with an algorithm due to MPS86].
Combination of all ROG components
From a solution of the knock-knee routing problem, we get a ROG layout as follows. We draw a dotted square around each internal grid point, such that the square is axis parallel, the corners are equidistant from the grid points and the side length corresponds to the minimum distance of two grid-points. Figure 9 shows all possible dotted squares that can occur in the routing. In order to transform the solution into a ROG, the con gurations for the variables are put above the con guration of the clauses, with distance SL times the number of needed tracks in the solution of the routing problem. Thus, the space between the clause and variable ROG con gurations can be subdivided into squares of size SL by SL. These squares are then lled with the corresponding ROGs.
Observe that an empty dotted square of a column only occurs in connection with a horizontal \exclusive-or", a \turn", or another empty dotted square. In this empty dotted square we ll in ROG component \empty" which is shown in Figure 15 , stretch it to ll all adjacent empty dotted squares of the column, and combine it with the adjacent \exclusive-or" or \turn".
Up to now we left open how to embed the leftmost logic edge and the rightmost logic edge (see Figure 4) . Observe from the logic graph that both edges must be used in any Hamiltonian circuit. Thus, we can embed the leftmost edge simply with the con guration in Figure 16 stretched according to the size for the embedding of the \exclusive-or" lines. Similarly, the rightmost edge can be embedded (see Figure 16 ). This edge can be used to ll the empty space behind the variables and the clauses according to the number of additionally used channels for the routing. The graph thus constructed ful lls the ROG properties and has a Hamiltonian circuit i the initial 3-SAT formula has a truth assignment.
The reduction from 3-SAT to ROG Hamiltonian Circuit takes polynomial time. Since the leftmost logic edge has to be in any Hamiltonian circuit, by deletion of this edge and closing the left side with a LFB, the proof works for the Hamiltonian path problem. This completes the sketch of the proof.
As a corollary, we get:
Corollary11 spatial join scheduling. Spatial join scheduling is NP-complete. where the middle part S (S2 resp.) can be stretched according to the size for the embedding of the \exclu-sive-or" lines. The part S1 can be stretched according to the number of additionally used channels.
